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SPARC will be a pulsed high-field tokamak (Bt0 > 12 T) operating with D-T fuel. 

Dimensionless empirical scaling laws and theory-based reduced models show that auxiliary 

heating power Paux > 11 MW is required to demonstrate Q > 2 in D-T operation and > 25 MW 

to reach H-mode in reduced field ~8 T D-D operation. Ion cyclotron range of frequencies 

(ICRF) will be the sole auxiliary heating method based on its success in heating D-T plasmas in 

both JET and TFTR. Experiences in C-Mod and other tokamaks have shown that ICRF can heat 

over a wide range of plasma conditions and confinement regimes with no density limit for wave 

penetration. On SPARC, using fast wave at ~120 MHz, good wave penetration and strong 

single pass absorption (SPA) is expected for D-T(3He), D(3He), D(H) and 4He(H) scenarios for 

both full field and reduced field operations. The main wave power absorption mechanisms are 

2nd harmonic T, 3He minority and direct electron heating. For D-T(3He) and D(3He) heating, k|| 

~ 10 to 20 m−1 and 3He ~ 5% would have the highest SPA. TORIC simulations have been used 

to study the dependence on k||, 3He concentration, resonance location and antenna poloidal 

location. AORSA/CQL3D simulations (consistent with TRANSP TORIC/FPPRF) show that 

most wave power first drives 3He ions to Ttail < 80 keV and then the tail  3He ions collisionally 

damp primarily on D and T fusion fuel ions. In the process, only trace amount of power is lost at 

the edge and to the alpha particles and ash.  

We have optimized antenna geometries and operational techniques. The antenna straps will be 

end-fed and center-grounded for operational robustness and rotated ~10o to align with B field 

for impurity reduction. k|| ~ 18 m-1 is good for both core absorption and loading. The spectrum 

can be further optimized by running more power on the center strap(s) of the antenna. Two 

antenna concepts are being considered: 4-strap antenna (fixed to the wall) and 3-strap antenna 

(insertable through a port). Using proven values for antenna power density (< 10 MW/m2) and 

voltage stand-off (< 30 kV), each 3-strap antenna can reliably deliver ~0.9 MW and for the 

4-strap antenna, ~2 MW. Depending on the SPARC port design, maintenance requirement, and 

contingency against antenna failure during D-T operation, we will need 28 3-strap antennas in 

14 toroidal locations or 12 4-strap antennas in 6 toroidal locations. Since each antenna is 

powered by two 2 MW transmitters, 48 MW to 56 MW RF sources are required for SPARC.  
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